Here we present a perspective on a range of practical uses of structural genomics for mutagen research. Structural genomics is an overloaded term and requires some definition to bound the discussion; we give a brief description of public and private structural genomics endeavors, along with some of their objectives, their activities, their capabilities, and their limitations. We discuss how structural genomics might impact mutagen research in three different scenarios: at a structural genomics center, at a lab with modest resources that also conducts structural biology research, and at a lab that conducting mutagen research absent experimental structural biology. Applications span functional annotation of single genes, to constructing gene networks and pathways, to an integrated systems biology approach. Structural genomics centers can take advantage of systems biology models to target high value targets for structure determination and in turn extend systems models to better understand systems biology diseases or phenomenon. Individual investigator run structural biology laboratories can collaborate with structural genomics centers, but can also take advantage of technical advances and tools developed by structural genomics centers and can employ a structural genomics approach to advancing biological understanding. Individual investigator run non-structural biology laboratories can also collaborate with structural genomics center, possibly influencing targeting decisions, but can also use structure based annotation tools enabled by the growing coverage of protein fold space provided by structural genomics. Better functional annotation can inform pathway and systems biology models.
Introduction
There are a variety of public and private organization engaged in structural genomics with a variety of objectives and a wide range of activities described as structural genomics (appendix A). Structural genomics has been variously described as the structural analog to the human genome project; the experiment based solution to the protein folding problem; or simply high throughput, big science, structural biology. Structural genomics efforts have in common that they start with genomics, or sequence information, in contrast to traditional structural biology efforts that start with extensive biological data (figure 1) [1] . Following the advent of structural genomics a handful of startup companies received startup funds to pursue a variety of business plans [2] . Today, commercial structural genomics efforts are largely focused on drug discovery by structure aided drug design. A number of structural genomics companies have been acquired by pharma. Public structural genomics efforts still cover a wide range of objectives and activities.
The success of the human genome project, the ready accessibility of sequence data and several other advances have made industrial scale structural biology seem feasible. The human genome project demonstrated the success of vertically integrated, multidisciplinary centers that concurrently pursue technological challenges and scientific objectives. Genome centers also provide the sequence data and gene calls that are the starting point for structural genomics. Several other important advancements that enable structural genomics include recombinant protein expression [3] , Nickel affinity chromatography [4] , cryo-crystallography [5] , selenium-methionine multiwavelength anomalous diffraction (SeMet-MAD) phasing [6] , ready accessibility of tunable x-ray sources [7] , and fast x-ray detectors [8] . Recombinant protein expression makes it possible to isolate proteins that are not naturally abundant. Cryogenic methods make it possible to collect complete data sets on high intensity x-ray sources from single crystals. SeMet-MAD phasing substantially reduces the uncertainty of obtaining phasing. The accessibility of tunable x-ray sources enables MAD phasing and, along with fast x-ray sources, greatly reduces the time required to collect x-ray diffraction data. With these capabilities in hand or foreseeable on the near horizon, the stage was set, over a decade ago, for the advent of structural genomics.
One of the largest public structural genomics efforts is the National Institutes of Health (NIH) Protein Structure Initiative (PSI), which is approaching the end of the second phase of funding. The first phase of funding established a number of competing vertically integrated, multidisciplinary centers that had as their main objectives accelerating the rate of structure determination and greatly reducing the cost of determining crystal structures, largely by realizing the economy of scale and industrialization [9] . Phase I PSI centers focused largely on developing structural genomics pipelines (figure 2). Phase II PSI centers continue to develop enabling technologies to increase the throughput and reduce the cost of structure determination, but the large-scale centers now have as their main objective to determine representative structures from each of the large protein sequence families [10, 11] .
Structural genomics centers and other researchers involved in structural genomics research have made significant advancements that enable industrial scale structural biology, but that also contribute to investigator driven structural biology and other types of biology research. Structural genomics research has made major contribution to number of structure and the coverage of fold space in the protein structure database (PDB) [6] . Structural genomics research has also lead to methods, commercial instrumentation, labware, and reagents for high throughput cloning, expression, and crystallization of proteins [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . New software tools for structure prediction [17, 19] , design of experiments, laboratory information management, novel structure based informatics [20] [21] [22] , such as function prediction from structure, have also been developed [23] [24] [25] .
Notable examples of methods innovation that enable structural genomics but also impact laboratory scale research are: gateway cloning [13] , autoinduction [26] , nanoscale crystallization [15, 27] , and automated structure determination [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] . Gateway cloning facilitates the rapid construction of a variety of expression plasmids from a single entry clone and provides a basis for establishing a more useful clone collection [13] . Autoinduction facilitates parallel expression screening [26] . Since autoinduction obviates the need for monitoring culture density, any number of expression experiments can be run concurrently to completion without the need for investigator intervention. Nanoscale crystallization increases the number of experiments that can be performed with a given amount of often very precious protein stock material, thereby increasing the likelihood of finding a successful crystallization condition [15, 27] . Finally, advances in crystallographic computing, including automated phasing from MAD data and now automated model building, have made crystallography much more accessible [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] .
As with genomics, the most profound impact structural genomics is likely to have over time is the expansion of the knowledgebase and the new informatics approaches the more comprehensive knowledgebase will inspire. Obvious examples include improved homology based structure prediction [17] as a growing percentage of sequence space has representative structural templates [33] . We will also better understand the size of fold space, its size and complexity and more ancient evolutionary linkages between protein families, as currently unpredictable structural relationships between protein families are revealed [20, 34] . We will have more rigorous fold classification systems and structure based protein ontologies [34, 35] . And perhaps most useful to the greater biosciences community, we can anticipate new structure aided protein function prediction algorithms [23] [24] [25] .
We would be remiss in describing structural genomics if we discussed the objectives and advancements and did not discuss current limitations of structural genomics and future challenges. The major challenge ahead for structural genomics is not only to increase structure determination throughput but to increase the structure determination through rate. With current state-of-the art methods, the majority of proteins remain refractory. Even for globular non-membrane proteins, only a small percentage yield their structure (table 1) . This threatens the long term objective of the PSI and other structural genomics efforts to obtain representative structures from all large sequence families. New innovative approaches are still needed to increase the target through rate and to realize the ultimate promise of structural genomics.
Discussion
Though structural genomics has its limitations, it could have a significant impact on mutagen research. We discuss three scenarios whereby structural genomics, or methods enabled by structural genomics, could be used in mutagen research. We describe the potential for mutagen research at a structural genomics center, at a lab with modest resources that also conducts structural biology research, and at a lab that conducting mutagen research absent experimental structural biology.
The potential for mutagen research at a structural genomics center
The potential for mutagen research carried out at a structural genomics center is perhaps best exemplified by work recently showcased by the PSI that was carried out at the Northeast Structural Genomics Consortium (NESG). The Northeast Structural Genomics Consortium is one of four PSI II funded large-scale structural genomics centers, as such NESG has considerable resources and can pursue very ambitious projects. According to their website, "the NESG focuses on eukaryotic proteins, particularly Human proteins involved in cancer biology, protein-protein interaction networks, specific biochemical pathways, and proteins implicated in other Human diseases."
As part of their cancer biology initiative, the NESG took up a structural genomics approach to studying cancer. Cancer has been previously characterized as a "systems biology disease" [36] and NESG investigators assert that structural genomics provides an important approach for understanding systems biology [37] . NESG investigators took advantage of the existing Human Protein Reference Database [38] , protein-protein interaction databases [39] and extensive cancer biology literature to build their Human Cancer Pathway Protein Interaction Network (HCPIN) database [37] . The HCPIN includes ~3000 proteins and their interactions [37] . Proteins in HCPIN that did not have good existing structure templates in the PDB and therefore could not be modeled well, >1000 proteins, were targeted for structure determination.
One of the first proteins from the human cancer pathway protein interaction network to have its structure solved was RBBP9 [40] . RBBP9 was predicted to interact with the retinoblastoma protein, which is known to be important in cell cycle regulation, cell differentiation, and apoptosis [40] . Retinoblastoma protein was the first oncogene to be discovered and retinoblastoma protein mutations are often implicated in cancer. Retinoblastoma protein mutations are thought to circumvent normal cell cycle controls and allow for uncontrolled cell growth. The RBBP9 protein is thought to function by preventing the interaction between retinoblastoma protein and E2F1.
As expected, the structure of RBBP9 revealed the retinoblastoma protein binding motif LxCxE, but unexpectedly, the structure also revealed a serine-histidine-aspartate cluster of residues consistent with a serine protease catalytic triad (figure 3). Investigators have now confirmed RBBP9 protease activity though no catalytic activity was previously known for this protein [41] . Now it is known that in addition to interfering with retinoblastoma protein-E2F1 interactions, RBBP9 functions as a serine protease, acting on a yet-unknown target in the TGF-beta1 signaling pathway [41] .
Though the above example is not a direct example of mutagen research, cancer research is closely related to mutagen research and a directly analogous approach could be applied to mutagen research. Many of the signaling pathways implicated in cancer will also be implicated in cellular responses to environmental mutagens as mutagenesis and cancer are often linked as cause and effect. Furthermore, a largescale effort similar to the one described above could be undertaken by combining the Human Protein Reference Database with array data or other omics data available for specific mutagens of interest to develop a mutagen specific pathway model. This new pathway model could be used to target proteins of particular interest either because of their central role in biological processes or because of the lack of annotation, or both. As demonstrated in the above example, structural genomics can be used to functionally annotate proteins or improve the functional annotation of multifunction proteins.
The potential for mutagen research in a structural biology lab Individual investigator labs typically have only a small fraction of the resources and skill sets that structural genomics centers have but individual investigator driven projects can employ some structural genomics approaches at the laboratory scale [42] . Our lab is interested in host-pathogen interactions in bacterial infections. While host-pathogen systems are probably not good surrogates for cellular responses to environmental mutagens the problems are similarly complex-no one gene or regulatory network is responsible for all of the observable phenomena.
Starting with gene expression data, we selected ~200 proteins for characterization, including structure determination. We specifically targeted proteins encoded by genes implicated in virulence for which there was little or no functional annotation. Expression array experiments with Y. pestis, the etiological agent of bubonic plague, identified a large number of genes that are upregulated in host-mimetic conditions [43] . More than 30% of the implicated genes were annotated as putative or conserved hypothetical, here we will discuss our efforts to characterize one protein, whose gene was annotated as hypothetical conserved protein.
The gene with locus tag YPO0407 is upregulated in host-mimetic conditions [43] and was annotated as a hypothetical conserved protein. Starting with only the gene expression data and the annotated sequence, we targeted the protein encoded by YPO0407 for expression and structure determination. Concurrent with the laboratory scale structural genomics effort, we used traditional informatics tools in an effort to better understand the function of this protein. PSI-blast identified a large family of homologous proteins (figure 4), most of which were also annotated as hypothetical conserved protein, but a few were annotated as antibiotic biosynthesis monooxengenase and one was annotated as lsrG. The high conservation of two residues (E32 and H65) across a diverse family of homologues implicated theses residues as functionally important. From PSI-blast alone, we had little additional information about the possible function of YPO0407 than that provided by the genome annotation.
Ultimately, we were able to determine the crystal structure of YPO0407 (pdb 2gff) and we were able to apply structure based informatics approaches to place the protein in a fold superfamily, to partition the superfamily into at least 2 functionally distinct subfamilies, and to hypothesize a catalytic function for the YPO0407 gene product. With the YPO0407 structure in hand STRALCP [20] was used to cluster the protein with its closest structural homologues (figure 5). The clustering results revealed two distinct subfamilies. Some proteins in both subfamilies were annotated as antibiotic biosynthesis monooxengenases, though residues known to be involved in monooxengenase activity from the most well studied protein [44] are conserved in one subfamily and completely absent in the other subfamily. This suggests that the fold is promiscuous (more than one activity assigned to the fold family) and that the annotation for some of the proteins may have been mistakenly borrowed from the ActVA-Orf6 monooxengenase. The function for the nearest homolog to YPO0407 (E. coli lsrG) is now known from in vitro biochemistry experiments [45] and it is not a monooxengenase. LsrG breaks down phosphorylated auto-inducer 2 molecules, bacterial secreted proteins involved in cell-cell communication. The hypothesized hydrogenase activity is consistent with the known substrate and product identified for lsrG [45] .
The above example again is not directly related to mutagen research but again provides and example where, starting with sequence information and minimal biological data, structural genomics and structure based informatics can be used to annotate function. In this case, structure information in combination with subsequently obtained biochemical data could be used to annotate the detailed molecular mechanism and possibly correct the annotation of a large subfamily of proteins.
The potential for mutagen research in a structural biology lab There are at least two ways that individual investigator labs can utilize structural genomics in mutagen research, even absent structural biology capabilities within the lab. Non-structural biology labs could use structural genomics methods in mutagen research through the use of structure based informatics tools and by collaboration with structural genomics labs.
Revisiting the YPO0407 example from above, concurrent with the effort to determine the de novo crystal structure of homology models of YPO0407 were constructed. Since the experimentally determined x-ray structure was available the homology models were not extensively characterized. Post facto, the homology models did provide sufficient detail to accurately assign YPO0407 to a superfamily and to cluster YPO0407 with its subfamily. The putative catalytic triad was also accurately modeled, so the putative catalytic mechanism could also have been inferred. This suggests that even absent a de novo structure for proteins of interest, structure based informatics could substantially extend functional annotation of proteins and could used to check or correct existing annotation.
There are many opportunities for non-structural biology labs to collaborate with structural genomics labs and in particular structural genomics facilities. In fact, as part of the second phase of the PSI the Nation Institute of General Medical Sciences encourages Biologists to participate in the PSI (http://www.nigms.nih.gov/News/Results/PSIrelease02122009.htm) and has mandated that PSI centers have outreach to the greater biosciences community. There is a formal mechanism for nominating targets for structure determination. Information about this process and application forms can be found at http://cnt.psistructuralgenomics.org/CNT/targetlogin.jsp
Conclusion
Structural genomics proceeds from sequence information and limited other biological information to structure determination. There is large number of vertically integrated, multidisciplinary structural genomics centers that are industrializing structure determination pipelines. Structural genomics centers have been successful innovating approaches to increase structure determination throughput and lower the cost per structure but the long range objectives and ultimate promise of structural genomics are threatened by limited through rates-approximately 3% of cloned targets are currently yielding structures from PSI structural genomics efforts. Despite the current limitations, structural genomics can be a powerful tool for functional annotation, annotation correction or extension of function annotation to detailed molecular mechanisms. In combination with metabolomics, gene expression, proteomics, structural genomics can also make important contribution to systems biology models even at the laboratory scale.
This work performed under the auspices of the U.S. Department of Energy by Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory under Contract DE-AC52-07NA27344. Tables   Table 1 The structural genomics pipeline. Structural genomics largely focused on developing standardized high throughput processes to industrializing structure determination. Starting with just genomic information, e.g. gene sequence, and genetic material a gene is cloned into an expression plasmid, which is transformed into a heterologous expression host. In vitro transcription/translation (IVT) can eliminate the need for heterologous expression and can be used to express cytotoxic proteins.
Following transformation, protein is expressed, purified, and crystallized, or used for NMR studies. Crystals are used for x-ray diffraction experiments leading to structure determination. This is a greatly simplified schematic representing only the major steps in the structural genomics pipeline. Most of the early efforts in structural genomics involved automating, parallelizing, and miniaturizing steps in the structural genomics pipeline as well as building information management systems to track progress and data produced in the process. Figure 3 . Unexpected serine protease catalytic triad revealed by structural genomics. A region of the crystal structure of RBBP9, a retinoblastoma binding protein, is shown with backbone shone as a ribbon and the sidechains of the catalytic triad shown in ball and stick [41] . Note the three residues of the triad are in close proximity in 3 dimensions, but are brought together from three disparate regions of sequence. Only the 3 dimensional structure reveals the catalytic triad motif. This figure was generated using Chimera [46] . Figure 4 . PSI blast comparison between YPO0407 encoded protein and homologues. PSI-blast initially identified a number of close homologues for Salmonella, E. coli and other species closely related to Y. pestis (upper medium grey block of horizontal bars)-all of these homologues were annotated as hypothetical conserved protein, except one salmonella protein that was annotated as lsrG. A large number of more distantly related proteins were identified (middle light grey block and lower block of black horizontal lines), the majority of which were annotated as hypothetical conserved protein, though some were annotated as antibiotic biosynthesis monoxengenases. Two residues were highly conserved across the whole family of proteins, E32 and H65 (using YPO0407 numbering). The high conservation of these residues across a diverse family of homologues implicates theses residues as functionally important. Figure 5 . Structure based clustering of the dimeric alpha+beta barrel superfamily homologues to the YPO0407 gene product (pdb code 2gff). Using STRALCP structure based clustering [20] the dimeric alpha+beta barrel superfamily can be subdivided into at least two subfamilies. The YPO0407 gene product clusters with a large set of other proteins that are annotated as either antibiotic resistance biosynthesis monooxygenase or hypothetical conserved proteins. The subfamily that clusters most closely with YPO0407 has a highly conserved Glu-His-Glu triad where as the other subfamily has a very different set of conserved residues. The ActVA-Orf6 monooxygenase from Streptomyces coelicolor (pdb 1lq9) [44] has been extensively studied and is known to be a antibiotic resistance biosynthesis monooxygenase. Some of the proteins in the subfamily with YPO0407 probably mistakenly borrow their annotation from ActVA-Orf6. Figure 6 . Putative hydrolase triad of the YPO0407 gene product. The conserved residues of the subfamily the YPO0407 gene product clusters with are arranged in a suggestive 3D motif. This arrangement of residues is consistent with hydrolase activity and not monooxygenases. Hydrogenase activity is consistent with the know substrate and product for lsrG [45] . This figure was generated with Chimera [46] .
